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Greentube Rolls out its Content with Starcasino
Starcasino.be is adding world-class NOVOMATIC content to its game portfolio.
Greentube, part of NOVOMATIC Interactive, has launched its content with Starcasino. This new
partnership further expands Greentube’s presence in the evolving online gaming industry.
Starcasino.be now offers a great number of casino games provided by Greentube. The
NOVOMATIC blue chip slots such as Book of RaTM deluxe, Lucky Lady´s CharmTM deluxe,
Sizzling HotTM deluxe and many more popular casino games are among the brand new games
selection on Starcasino.be.
Gernot Baumgartner, Head of Marketing & Sales at Greentube, commented: “Greentube is
delighted to become a part of Starcasino’s exciting casino offering with its market-leading
interactive content. This is another successful collaboration in the Belgian market allowing us to
present the ultimate gaming experience to a wide range of customers.”
Gerard Glorieux, Director of Chaudfontaine Loisirs SA, added: “We are delighted to enhance
our game selection with the most famous NOVOMATIC land-based titles now available on the
online casino floor for our valued customers. This completes the offer of popular NOVOMATIC
games in Starcasino's casino and arcades.”
About Greentube
Greentube Internet Entertainment Solutions, the global interactive unit of NOVOMATIC, is a leading developer and supplier
of iGaming solutions. Greentube is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the NOVOMATIC Group, one of the biggest producers and
operators of gaming technologies and one of the largest integrated gaming companies in the world. Greentube’s industry
leading omni-channel technology allows the convergence of online, mobile and land-based games. The well-diversified
product portfolio includes Classic Slots, Table Games, Live Dealer Gaming, AWP Reloaded Slots, Server-Based Gaming,
Social Casino Gaming, Bingo, Poker and more.

About Starcasino
Starcasino.be is the latest online casino in Belgium. Licensed by the Belgium Gambling Commission as the online casino of
the Grand Casino Chaudfontaine-Liège, Starcasino.be is evolving into a major player in the Belgian market.
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